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Ideas and approaches of the Wave Universe Concept (WU Concept) [Chechelnitsky, 1980-2001] al-
low from the new, unexpected point of view to investigate dynamic and physical structure of far astro-
nomical systems with use of methods of the Megaquantum photometrics. 

One of natural and logically compulsory consequences of WU Concept and Megaquantum pho-
tometrics is the (General) Cosmological Distances Law.  

 It is shown that for the reality of the physycal Universe the observable excuse, nonlinear (square-law 
on z-redshift-instead of on distance d) Cosmological Distances Law 

d = dz=1z2 = dz,R=1Rz2, 
(d - distance, z - redshift, R - radius of source) is valid. 

In this case the well known Hubble's Postulate (Law) 
d = dz=1z  ,         dz=1 = c/H 

is also some linear approach to the reality (H - Hubble constant, c - light velocity). 
It is shown the nonkinematical, nondoppler, nontransitional (no "galaxies scattering"), but endogenic, 

physycal (temperature) genesis of the redshift, of the Cosmological Distances Law, of the Hubble Pos-
tulate (Law). 
   Cosmological distances Law (as well as Hubble Postulate) is the essentially law of astrophysical 
(Megaquantum) photometrics, instead of law of (doppler) kinematics - scattering of the Universe (of 
speculative postulates of Geometrodynamics). 

 
HIERARCHY OF SHELLS, VELOCITIES, TEMPERATURES, REDSHIFTS 
 

The observed physycal and dynamical structure of arbitrary astronomical systems - from planetary 
systems to galaxies superclasters - is close connected with its wave (megawave) and Shell structure. 

That is one of principal assertion of the Wave Universe Concept [Chechelnitsky, 1980 - 2001]. Inter-
nal dynamical structure each of G[s] Shells of astronomical systems  (characterized by dominate compo-
nent of cosmic plasma with C

[s] sound velocity) is connected with existence in it of some physical distin-
guished, particulary stable, stationary - elite states  (orbits, motions, levels). To these physycally prefer-
able states correspond: 

   i) Hierarchy of Elite Velocities 
vN

[s] = C
[s](2)1/2/N      C

[s] = (1/s-1)C
[1],          (s=....,-2,-1,0,1,2....), 

here  C
[1] = 154.3864 kms-1 is the calculated value of sound velocity in the G[1] Shell, that was made 

valid by observation,  
  3.66(6) - is the Fundamental parameter of hierarchy – Chechelnitsky Number (Chechelnitsky, 

1980-1986). 
N - (Mega)Quantum numbers of elite states,  

a) Close to  
Ndom

[s] = 8; 11; 13; (15.5)16; (19,5); (21,5) 22,5 - for the strong elite (dominant) states (orbits); 
b) Close to  

N - Integer,  Semi-Integer – for the  week elite (recessive) states (orbits). 
In the wave structure of the Solar System for planetary orbits of Mercury (ME), Venus (V), Earch (E), 

Mars (MA), we have, in particular, N = (2a/a)
1/2  (a - semi-major axes of planetary orbits, a

[1] = 8R

 - 

semi-major axis of Transsphere - TR
[1], R


 - radius of Sun) [Chechelnitsky, 1986]. 
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N = 8.083; 11.050; 12.993; 16.038, close to integer 
N = 8;        11;        13;        16. 

Take into account Ceres (CE) orbit and transponated in G[1] (from G[2] Shell) planetary orbits of Ura-
nus - (U), Neptune - (NE), Pluto - (P), it can be received the general representation for observational 
dominant N  
              TR               ME              TR                V           E         (U)         MA       (NE)       CE        (P) 

N=(2)1/2=2.5066   8.083   (2)1/2=9.191   11.050   12.993  15.512   16.038   19.431   21.614  22.235 
ii) Hierarchy of Elite Temperature  

by virtue of relation  
T = (1/3k)mev

2 , 
where  k - Boltzmann constant,  me - electron mass and then follow 

TN
[s] = (1/3k)me(vN

[s])2  = T
[s](2/N2) = TN=1

[s]/N2 ,   TN=1
[s] = 2T

[s]T
[s](1/3k)me(C

[s])2 
[Chechelnitsky, 1998]. 

iii) Hierarchy of Elite Redshifts  
use the relation [Lang, 1978, p.310] 

z = 2 = (v/c)2,            = v/c  , 
where c=299792.458 km·s-1 - light velocity. 

This correlation between redshift z and (orbital) velocity v (differing from other relations) is carefully 
examined experimentally in laboratory conditions - on Earth (Paund and Rebka experiment) [Paund and 
Rebka, 1960] and in Space - from the Sun (Brault experiment) [Brault, 1963]. 

It is interesting to note also that using square dependence in the functional (mathematical) plane, in 
fact, is identical to relation used in the calculation the so called gravity redshift [Lang, 1978, p. 310]  

z = GM/c
2
r= (v/c)2, 

where v
2
=GM/r,  v - orbital velocity. 

And then it is valid the relation -  
zN

[s] = (vN
[s]/c)2 = z

[s](2/N2) = zN=1
[s]/N2 ,     zN=1

[s] = 2z
[s]z

[s]C
[s]/c)2 

c=299792.458 km·s-1 - light velocity [Chechelnitsky, 1997].  
 
TEMPERATURE - REDSHIFT LAW 
 

From (ii) and (iii) it is naturally followed the analitical dependence 
T = Tz=1z,   Tz=1 = (1/3k)mec

2 = const 
and thus become valid the following assertion. 

Proposition (T - z Law).  
Observed z redshifts of astronomical systems (galaxies, quasars, etc.) are indicators of its en-

dogenic, physical processes, of T temperatures of its some internal regions. In this case T temperature 
is directly proportional to observed z redshift 

T = Tz=1z,   Tz=1 = (1/3k)mec
2 = const 

 
COSMOLOGICAL DISTANCES LAW 
 

Stated above T-z Law naturally leads to the possibility of formulation of d=F(z) Cosmological Dis-
tances Law (CD Law), in particular, in form 

d = dz=1z
 

The explicit analytical representation for CD Law follows from the known relation for L luminosity of 
source 
     # From one side - L = fd2, 

f - Flux of energy, d - Distance to source, 
     # From another side - L = 4R2T4, 

 R - Radius of source, T - Effective Temperature,   
  - Coefficient  in the Stefan-Boltzmann Law, 
       (sic !).  
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the representation follows for 
d = [R/(f/4)1/2]T

2
 = dT,R=1RT2,   dT,R=1=(4/f)1/2,   d=dT=1T

2,   dT=1=R(4/f)1/2, 
and further, with using of T-z Law (T = Tz=1z), we arrive to the Cosmological Distances Law 

d = dz=1z
2,   dz=1 = (f)R,    (f) = Tz=1

2(4/f)1/2 
or 

d = dz,R=1Rz2,    dz,R=1= (f). 
Taking into account, that f observed energy flux is uniquely connected with mb bolometric apparent 

magnitude [Lang, 1978, p. 310] 
f = 2.5210-510-0.4mb [erg/(cm2s)], 

it may be, for instance, stated, that set of objects, characterized by equal mb (mb - const and thus, f - 
const, by equal f observed energy flux), are subjected to the Cosmological Distances Law in the form  

d = dz=1z
2,  dz=1 = (f)R,   when  (f) = (mb) =const. 

In the case, when that set of objects represents more or less homogeneous population with equal R 
radiuses of radiation regions (R=const), the CD Law may be represented in the form 

d = dz=1z
2,  dz=1 = (f)R = const. 

The same is valid when only dz=1 = (f)R = const, (but R  const, n  const). 
 
COSMOLOGICAL DISTANCES LAW AND HUBBLE POSTULATE 


It is not difficult to note the difference of the Cosmological Distances Law 
d=dz=1z

,   = 2,  d = dz=1z
2, 

from the famous empirical Hubble Law  
z=Hr/c,  cz = Hr 

or 
d(r) = dz=1

(H)z,   =1    d(r) = dz=1
(H)z,, dz=1= dz=1

(H) = c/H, 
H - the Hubble constant, c - light velocity, v = cz - formal velocity - its (= 2) quadratic (by z) character, 
in contrast to (= 1) linear character for the Hubble Law. 

In another words, in view of Cosmological Distances Law the H - Hubble "constant" indeed proves to 
be Hubble's variable (value), depending on z - redshift  (and R, mb) (d = dz=1z

2 = c/Hz)  
H = c/(dz=1z) = f(z)  const . 

This conclusion gives the possibility to comprehend, for instance, the hidden sense of the trouble 
cosmological phenomenon - nonestoping search of "final", "fixed" value of H - Hubble "constant" and 
the true cause of observed in cosmology De Vaucouleurs - Sandage and Tammann confrontation (H = 
100 or 50 km/(sMpc)?) [see, for instance, Nature, v. 307, pp. 313-314, 1984]). 

 
INDEPENDENT [BASED ON OBSERVATIONS] DERIVATIONS  
OF COSMOLOGICAL DISTANCES LAW 


 Accumulated now in astrophysics observational data open the possibility to come to the same con-
clusion connected with theoretically proved Cosmological Distances Law (CD-Law) 

d=dz=1z,   = 2 
and thus to justify its validity based on the independent - observational information. 

We indicate here only two (from many possible) derivations. 
 

Tully - Fisher Method and CD-Law. 
In the frame of CD Law  

d= dz=1z 
it is not difficult to obtain the representation for the m-M distance module and M absolute magnitude, 
taking into account the well-known relation for the distance module 

m-M = 5lgd - 5. 
It is valid   
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m-M = 5lgz + (5lgdz=1- 5), 
and also 

- M = B lgz + A,  B = 5,  A = 5lgdz=1- 5 - m. 
The possibility of empirical determination of B and A coefficients is permitted, in particular, by the 

well-known Tully - Fisher method [Tully and Fisher, 1977]. The Tully - Fisher relation can be repre-
sented analytically in the form 

- M = b lg v21+a,    a - const, 
v21 - the width of neutral hydrogen (21cm) line, equivalent to the z21 redshift in (formal) velocity demen-
sion v21= cz21 (c - light velocity) or in the form 

- M = b lg z21+ a',   a' = a+blg c. 
The practice of modern astrophysical investigations leads to the completely established values of 

coefficient b= 10  13 in the Tully-Fisher relation. 
For instance, Sandage and Tammann at the determination of distance to the Virgo claster [Sandage 

and Tammann, 1984] use the b = 11.5 value. 
Aaronson and Mould [Aaronson and Mould, 1983] early received the value b=11.54, later stoped at 

the value b=10. 
Such observational data and comparison   

      - the M representation from CD Law 
- M = Blg z + A,   B = 5 

and - from Tully - Fisher 
- M = b lg z21 + a',      b = 10 ( 13) 

     - lead  to  B = 5 = b = 10 ( 13)  and   
 = b/5 = 2 ( 2.6) 

in the Cosmological Distance Law  
d = dz=1z, 

that corresponds to (=2) conclusion of theory - Wave Universe Concept. 
 
ANGULAR SIZE - REDSHIFT TEST AND CD LAW 


Another possibility to obtain the independent confirmation of the CD Law 
d = dz=1z,  =2 

give the well-known () Angular Size - (z) Redshift Test. 
If take into account CD Law and that  Angular size (of D = 2r - diameter of radiated astronomical ob-

ject) equal to 
 = D/d = 2r/d, 

it may be obtained the relation 
 = 2r/( dz=1z,    = 2,        i.e.      z-2 

In connection with that we cite the following Von Horner remark [Von Horner, 1976, p.599]: "...Miley 
[Miley, 1971] used the maximal angular size (diameter - for single objects, distance between compo-
nents - for double objects) in the set of 39 radiogalaxies and 47 quasars ... 

...It is very enigmatic seems the fact, that (z)  1/z  curve goes down farther,  then  it  is  permited  
by  of  any cosmological model ... 

... In fact that is the "statical Euclidean" model, noneconsisted with expansion of Universe..." 
Thus the Cosmological Distance Law d = dz=1z,  =2 gives the possibility to naturally comprehend 

the evidently observational fact - empirically it is more valid the relation 
  z-,   =2,   i.e.    z-2 

rather than any different (1) approximations (Fig. 2,3).  
Indicated theoretical and observational data (as other available data) show, that Cosmological Dis-

tance Law 
d = dz=1z,  =2 

even in the frames of now existing astrophysical information may be theoretically and empirically justi-
fied in any case with no less argumentation, than other relations, that are used in astrophysics and 
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cosmology. 
 

Confrontation the Conventional Theory (Standard Cosmology) with Observations 
Dimension of Observational Data: 
I D(imensional) Hubble Line (Hubble Law)  

or  
3 D(imensional) Cosmological Distanses Law (Set)Multiplicity? 
According to Hubble - Friedmann Postulate (Law) 
Population of Astronomical Objects (galaxies,quasars,etc.) is presented by I D(imension) Hubble Line 

(Hubble Law) . 
That is Not True! Becouse we can see that Observations present the (as minimum) 2D (surface)  

or  
(real) 3D multiplicity (set) of Astronomical Objects (quasars)... 
 

Observations Versus Conventional Theory Paradox of Burbidge-Arp: 
Quasars Linked with Galaxies 
# Observations  (Burbidge-Arp): 

Quasar  (redshift z Q) connect  (by filament ) with  galaxy (redshift z g) 
zQ >> zg 

Burbidge-Arp Conclusion: 
Quasar and galaxy lie at the same (equal) distance   d = dQ = dg 

"...Many QSOs are not at the distances suggested by their redshifts,but have large intrinsic compo-
nents and are associated with parent AGN galaxies."(Arp,Burbidge,etc.,ApJ,553,2001). 

# ConventionalTheory (Standard Cosmology) Quasar  and galaxy have different distances due to 
Hubble Law Hd=cz 

dQ = (c/H)zQ >> dg = (c/H)zg 
# Ansver the Wave Universe Concept: Obsrevations (Burbidge -Arp) are right ! 

dQ = dg 
In framework of WU Concept and Cosmological Distances Law 

d =F(m)Rz2 
(m -apparent magnetude,  R -radius of source),  when    dQ = dg and 

F(mQ)RQ zQ
2  =  F(mg)Rg zg

2, 
it  is valid  the relation (at zQ >> zg) 

F(mQ)RQ << F(mg)Rg 
or  (at simplest case  mQ = mg) 

RQ << Rg 
Radius of Quasar source of radiation RQ very small in contrast with galaxy source of radiation Rg 
 

Alternative -by Cosmological Distances Law –  
Interpretation of Modern Cosmological Observational Data 

Challenge of Modern Observations of the Supernova Cosmological Project (SNC Project). 
 
What is  Dimension of the Multiplicity (Set) of Supernova,presented by the SNC Project? 
Answer of the (Conventional) Standard Cosmology: Hubble Line -of the Hubble-Friedmann  Postula-

te (Law) - have (exactly) I D(imension)... 
But we see (as minimum) the Surface (2Dimension) of  SN points - not the Line, which  SNC Project  

theorists search in Observational Data. 
What is  Dimension of the Multiplicity (Set) of Supernova,presented by the SNC Project? 

 
The Wave Universe – Outside of Total Expansion 

Thus, fairly following statement. 
Suggestion  (Scattering - Is not present!) 
# Cosmological distances Law 
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d = d(m) R z2,   d = d(m)Rz2   
as well as its linear approach - Hubble Law 

d = (d(m) R z)z= (с/H)z 
- are dependences significally connected to display of internal, endogenic processes in observable as-
tronomical systems, instead of with scattering - translation  of their centres of inertia. 

# In other words, it is a phenomenon, mainly, of Astrophysical photometrics, instead of phenomenon 
of (doppler) kinematics - expansion of the Universe. 

# "Constant" of Hubble Н actually is not generally constant, and reflects only linear approach to the 
multiparametrical Cosmological distances Law. 
 
Big Bang - as Mythologem of Standard Cosmology. 

Leaving the possible extensive comments, it is meaningful to formulate in extreme brief form only 
natural conclusion following from the previous analysis of WU Concept. 

Suggestion 
 # Big Bang - was not! 
 #The concept of Big Bang is man-made mythologem of modern 
 Standard cosmology. 
And it is valid, 
# If the laws of the Wave Universe are the laws of Astrophysical photometrics, instead of laws of 

(doppler) kinematics, than scattering of the galaxies - are not present and was not, 
# Then there was no also initial singular point, from which the catastrophic process of scattering - 

expansion "of all" Universe began. 
# Means - there was no that Big Bang, about which modern Standard cosmology reiterates so per-

seveningly and not critically. 
The detailed analysis of an arising not ordinary critical situation in cosmology in connection with the 

similar statements  of  WU Concept   deserves the special discussion (see Chechelnitsky, 1986, 1997, 
2001] 
 


